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Abstract—Physical attacks, namely invasive, observation and combined, represent a great challenge for today’s digital design. Successful class of strategies adopted by industry, allowing hiding data dependency of the side channel emissions in CMOS is based on balancing. Although attacks on CMOS dynamic power represent a class of state-of-the-art attacks, vulnerabilities exploiting data dependency in CMOS static power and light-modulated static power were recently presented. In this paper, we describe structures and techniques developed to enhance and balance traditional static CMOS bulk structures. To enable data dependency hiding, we propose low-level techniques based on complementary-value induced balancing currents, constant current source behavioral approximation, and light-sensing capability of traditional CMOS structures. The proposed techniques may be used to build a dual-rail circuit balanced from both perspectives: static and dynamic power. The publicly available TSMC180nm node standard cell simulation is used for evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Physical attacks – invasive [1], observation [2] or, combined [3] represent a great challenge for today’s digital design [4] since their introduction in the late of 90s. The secret stored in devices with loose physical security – such as smart-cards or constrained long-mission IoT devices deployed in the field – is endangered [5], [4]. The compromised secret may lead to a wide range of damages, including loss of credit, financial, material, or even health damages.

A successful class of strategies adopted by industry, allowing hiding data dependency of the side channel emissions in CMOS, is based on balancing. Many techniques employing dynamic behavior balancing (often based on dual-rail logic encoding [6]) were developed. An example of such a successful technique employing dual-rail complementary encoding is the conventional WDDL (Wave Dynamic Differential Logic) [7]. Although static side-channel emissions are less significant compared to dynamic emissions, the recent research has shown, that at least in theory, exploiting data dependency in CMOS bulk static power/leakage [8], [9], [10] or even light-modulated static power [11], [12] may lead to a successful attack.

In this paper, we describe novel structures and techniques developed to enhance and balance traditional static bulk CMOS structures from the perspective of the light-modulated static power and leakage. Existing CMOS structures leading to increased data-independence in the leakage and light-modulated static power are also described and compared to proposed approaches. Proposed structures increase the circuit resistance against attacks on the CMOS static power and have an acceptable impact on delay, area, and power consumption of protected static CMOS circuits.

The evaluation method we use through this paper is the SPICE simulation of illuminated transistor structures. The models originally presented in [13], [14], [15] were qualified for publicly available TSMC180nm technology node [11]. The simulation is performed in ngSPICE1 and results are based on the publicly available TSMC180nm technology node models and std. cell layouts. The simulated CMOS devices are illuminated by a constant light source with the energy density equivalent to the laser beam focused to a fixed area with power ranging between 0 and 1000mW. The 1.8V supply voltage is used. The models, simulation data, and additional MonteCarlo simulation results are available online2.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section II, the data-dependent behavior of CMOS power consumption is described; in Section III, the established attack-resistant design styles are described and in Section IV, the proposed approaches for static CMOS power balancing are enumerated. These approaches are discussed in Section V. Experimental evaluation is provided in VI. The paper is concluded by Section VII.

II. CMOS STRUCTURES AND DATA-DEPENDENT POWER CONSUMPTION

CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) processes are used for the manufacturing of the majority of today VLSI (Very Large-Scale Integration) digital logic designs [16], as CMOS provides low leakage power. Additionally, most of today’s designs are static CMOS. Although the leakage is low in standard CMOS designs, there is still a dependency between the gate leakage and processed data (values at the gate inputs) [16]. E.g., in [8], [9] it is demonstrated that leakage can be used to mount an implementation attack.

The dependency between the single gate or subcircuit input patterns and static power is typically hidden in the cocktail of thousands of gates composing the digital circuit, making such an attack more challenging compared to attacks mounted on dynamic power. However, as it has been shown,

1http://ngspice.sourceforge.net/
2http://ddd.fit.cvut.cz/prj/CMOS-PLS
the static power data dependency may be manifested by using a (focused) laser beam [11], [12] increasing the order of magnitude of the static current of the specific circuit part by a factor 4–5: leakage currents are in the order of (tens of) nanoamps, but the data-dependent part of the static a factor 4–5: leakage currents are in the order of (tens of) nanoamps, but the data-dependent part of the static current induced by illumination. To demonstrate this behavior, the current dependence of the data-dependent part of OBIC on gate input patterns is in Figure 2 for two-input NAND and NOR gates. The generalized CMOS structure is shown in Figure 1 for illustration.

It is evident that the OBIC data dependency is strongly correlated with the state of the PMOS stack of the gate: (i) the serial arrangement of PMOSes in the NOR gate ensures that input patterns leading to at least one open PMOS transistor lead to similar induced currents – see Figure 2b; in contrast (ii) parallel PMOS arrangement in NAND gate implies, that different current is induced for two and for one closed PMOS transistors – see Figure 2a. The data-dependency of power consumption in CMOS under illumination strongly depends on the state and structure of the PMOS stack, because PMOSes have significantly lower conductivity caused by illumination compared to NMOSes. On the other hand, the leakage data-dependency is strongly influenced by the state and structure of NMOS stack, while being several orders of magnitude lower compared to the static current induced by illumination.

Note that a small difference in the OBIC between 01 and 10 input patterns in Figure 2a is caused mainly by an asymmetry in NMOS stack, however, this phenomenon is less significant than the phenomenon connected with PMOSes.

III. CMOS STRUCTURES RESISTANT BY DESIGN

The aim of this work is to present techniques allowing construction of circuits resistant to leakage attacks and attacks based on decapsulated circuit illumination, while the emphasis is on light-originated data-dependency, as the data-dependent OBIC is significantly higher than the leakage. The brief analysis in Section II shows that the serial arrangement of PMOSes decreases the data dependency of the OBIC drastically. Natural attack-resistant design style candidates are those, where there appears only the serial arrangement of PMOSes limiting the data dependency. The other option is to employ logic cells with a high level of symmetry. Based on our logic circuit design styles knowledge, we identified two established design styles that provide a significant level of attack resistance. These design styles are described below.

A. Domino Logic Employing Single Precharge PMOS

We identified the dynamic logic circuit design styles as promising, as they limit the data dependency in the PMOS stack by replacing the stack by the data-independent precharge transistor.

The problem of the dynamic logic, and domino logic, in particular, is that it requires inverters at the gate outputs to achieve monotonocity in the designed circuit [16]. Conventionally, the inverter is a traditional CMOS inverter with a pair of complementary transistors controlled by a single input signal. This part of the dynamic gate causes data-dependent power consumption. Last but not least, dynamic logic in general and domino logic, in particular, suffers from charge leakage [16]. Charge leakage may require keepers, which serve as an additional source of data-dependent power consumption. The complete domino logic gate is in Figure 3a.

Fortunately, the structure of the conventional domino gate provides natural compensation. The traditional approach for the charge leakage problem solution is called a weak keeper. The weak keeper is controlled by a signal produced by the gate output inverter. By altering sizes of the weak keeper and the output inverter, the data-dependency in the power imprint for the domino gate under illumination may be decreased significantly. The data dependency of the induced OBIC of the domino gate optimized by hand is in Figure 3b.


B. Symmetric SecLib Gates

The known approach employing classical static CMOS with increased symmetry – at both schematic and layout levels – is called SecLib. The symmetry is achieved by following the SecLib gate design guidelines described in [17], [18]. The SecLib dual-rail NAND gate is in Figure 4.

SecLib gates are perfectly symmetric from all: schematic, layout, input and output perspectives. Unfortunately, the SecLib gate is huge, implying significant area, delay and power overhead; one dual-rail 2-input gate is represented by two (balanced) 3-input OR gates and 4 C-elements. According to [12], the cell should be as small as possible to decrease the severity of a possible attack.

Solutions described above share a nice property: those were designed to support dual-rail encoding computation, thus (if employed in a dual-rail circuit) provide (at least) basic level of dynamic power attack resistance. On the other hand, they suffer from some disadvantages. SecLib suffers mainly from gate size. On the other hand, domino logic provides a small area footprint, but it suffers from general dynamic logic disadvantages including the need for careful clocking or increased dynamic power [16].

IV. STRUCTURES ENABLING STATIC CMOS CURRENT BALANCING

Compared to the dynamic logic, we propose compact static cells that counter the attack by balancing and may complement SecLib as a countermeasure against the vulnerability described in [11], [12].

The circuit vulnerability connected with the OBIC may be compensated only when – in the case of the illumination attack – the entire balanced structure is exposed to the same light intensity. This natural requirement may not be guaranteed for bigger structures. The size of the balanced structure is extremely important.

In this section, we provide a comprehensive description of approaches proposed for balancing of traditional CMOS gates to decrease data dependency between leakage or OBIC and gate input patterns. The severity of OBIC data-dependency is more significant, and thus the emphasis is on breaking OBIC data-dependency. The approaches employing inverter balancing and constant current source approximation are – according to best of our knowledge – novel in the security context.

Fig. 4: Secured 2-input NAND gate schematic: all input combinations at C-element inputs are represented; one C-element output is always equal to 1 and three remaining C-element outputs are always equal to 0

A. Inverter Balancing

The first approach origins in the fact, that two inverters in a serial arrangement work with complementary values, and thus may provide constant (mutually balanced) power imprint. It is simple to balance a two-inverter chain resulting in the buffer with constant static power imprint – see Figure 5a. Note that inverters working with complementary input values at the same time also provide leakage balancing.

If the inverting structure in general, and inverter cell in particular, should be balanced, an odd number of inverters in the linear chain is required. A straightforward balancing strategy is to alter inverter sizes in the chain to provide balancing. An alternative option is to employ the three-inverter linear chain equipped with an in-the-cell compensation feedback inverter. From the integration perspective, it is important to ensure that the balanced cell provides high impedance input, thus it is not a good idea to use a single inverter with feedback.

Note that the output inverter may also be used for (at least partial) balancing of the power consumption of arbitrary negative CMOS structures – such as NAND or NOR gates in particular. This implies that standard static CMOS positive gates (e.g. AND, OR) provide a limited intrinsic level of balancing. Note that it is relatively simple to enhance balancing efficiency by an output inverter scaling.

Note also that generalization of this approach is the reason, why domino logic described in Section III provides a good level of power compensation by design.

B. Constant Current Source Approximation

The other group of current-balancing approaches is based on the idea of the modification of the CMOS gate to mimic the Constant Current Source behavior, as shown in Figure 6a.

The standard approach in the constant current source approximation is to employ a fixed serial resistor significantly bigger than the load resistance. The original CMOS stack OBIC is data-dependent: the data-dependent component of the CMOS stack resistivity should be decreased compared to the fixed component of the resistivity. Three approaches at the transistor level are employed.

1) Adding Serial Transistor: A straightforward approach is shown in Figure 6b. Adding a single – normally-closed – transistor in series with the NMOS or PMOS part of the circuit allows to tune the static part of the resistance if the internal arrangement of the NMOS/PMOS is parallel. This transistor is related to $R_{SP}$ and $R_{SN}$ in Figure 6a. Although it is normally
Fig. 6: Constant Current Source approximation (a) by small (data-dependent) potentiometers and larger fixed serial resistors; serial transistors (b) are employed to increase the fixed component of the resistivity; and the parallel transistor (c) is used to decrease the data-dependent component of resistivity closed, it effectively reduces the OBIC in case of illumination attack.

2) Adding Light-Sensitive Parallel Transistor: The second approach is shown in Figure 6c. The parallel connection of normally-open PMOS transistor to PMOS stack has no significant effect in the case of normal operation (except of the increased leakage). However, when the circuit is under invasive light-attack, the conductivity of NMOSES grows rapidly and the parallel PMOS is closed by a light-sensitive inverter – see Figure 6c. The parallel transistor decreases the significance of the data-dependent resistivity of the PMOS block. The parallel connection of NMOS transistor in the NMOS stack is also possible, but it has almost no effect in the case of invasive light-attack, as the significant conductivity of illuminated NMOSES wipes the data-dependency effect.

3) Disconnecting Rail: The third approach is shown in Figure 8. When the CMOS circuit is under attack, disconnecting one of the rails decreases the data dependency significantly. The same light-sensitive inverter as for parallel PMOS control may be employed to disconnect the VSS rail. This represents a significant increase of the serial resistance denoted \( R_{SP} \) and \( R_{SN} \) in Figure 6a.

C. Increasing Transistor-Level Symmetry

The next approach related to balancing leakage and OBIC currents is dedicated to balancing asymmetries in the transistor stack. The aim of this modification is to increase the similarity when equivalent input patterns (from the higher-level perspective) – e.g. 01 and 10 – are at the gate inputs. Although such patterns should intuitively imply equivalent leakage and OBIC currents, they do not, due to the stack effect asymmetric behavior in NMOS [16]. A simple approach can be used to fight asymmetry, as shown in Figure 7. This approach is not new – it is described in the literature – e.g., in [18] and symmetrized standard cells may be provided in the standard cell library.

Note that the size of the modified structure may be close to the size of the old one; only the resulting structure is a bit complicated. As both structures are functionally equivalent, the transistor sizes can be scaled down (if possible) without affecting the cell performance.

The balancing may also be provided by duplicating an unbalanced standard cell and swapping its inputs. For the price of an increased area, this allows balancing by using standard library cells, without the need of the custom CMOS cell design.

D. Output Voltage Filtering

The careful design of the secured cell also includes the output voltage to be without significant variations and slow slopes. The output inverter may serve as the voltage filter separating the internal node Y suffering from voltage drops. The output inverter, in this case, also provides the balancing, as described in Section IV-A.

Fig. 7: Removing asymmetries in CMOS to suppress the data dependency in leakage and OBIC induced by the stack effect asymmetric behavior

Fig. 8: Completely balanced positive gate: the output inverter serves for power balancing and as the output voltage filter at the same time

V. PROPOSED STRUCTURES DISCUSSION

The proposed structures, in general, affect the gate size and/or performance. On the other hand, only some of the proposed approaches may be employed to find out the trade-off between attack resistance and design cost. Additionally, the performance degradation or design cost is much smaller compared to the best static CMOS alternative, which is up today the SecLib. On the other hand, the dynamic, namely domino logic provides the best area overhead and lower delay. Still, it requires a different design style and a dedicated clock distribution in the combinational logic.

The advantage of the protections presented in Section IV is that the protection mechanisms exploit the natural properties of the CMOS technology, and thus all added transistor structures may be constructed accordingly to the original gate transistors – no process tuning is required. Although the doping changes may increase the sensitivity of light sensors or increase/decrease the conductivity of added parts, good performance may be obtained by tuning transistor sizes only. This may simplify the protection mechanism adoption.

Note that the light-sensitive structure may be shared to decrease the area overhead; however, any light-sensitive structure
must be placed close to the protected structures to ensure that they will be exposed to the same light intensity in case of light-attack.

The advantage is that some of the protection mechanisms, namely inverter balancing and transistor-level symmetry, may be applied by using standard cells only – without the need for custom CMOS cell design. This increases the practical impact of those balancing techniques.

Note that all of the presented approaches increase the data-independence of the induced OBIC, but only the transistor-level symmetry and inverter balancing approaches increase the leakage data-independence significantly.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we provide an evaluation of the structures proposed in Section IV. For evaluation, we employed the setup described in Section I: we used the ngSPICE simulation of TSMC180nm technology node standard cells.

Figure 9 shows the power response of the two-inverter chain. It is evident that library inverters provide a solid level of symmetry in the power imprint; however, we were able to optimize the inverter chain by hand to provide an even higher level of symmetry. Comparable results were achieved also for the three-inverter chain with the feedback inverter.

Fig. 9: The power imprint of two-inverter chain: unmodified inverters from the TSMC180nm cell library were used

It is more challenging to balance complex gates compared to the inverter chains. Figure 10 shows a step-by-step balancing of the NAND gate. The balancing procedure converts the NAND gate to the AND gate. The unbalanced two-input NAND gate power imprint is shown in Figure 2a. Note that the AND standard cells have also an unbalanced power imprint, although they are equipped with the output inverter because balancing the power imprint (under illumination) is not a common optimization criterion in the gate design process. In this paper, we show – as a representative – only the procedure of the NAND gate balancing (balanced AND gate design process). Generally speaking: any CMOS structure may be balanced accordingly.

Figure 10a represents a power imprint of the NAND gate with symmetrized NMOS stack balanced by an output inverter(s) only. This provides a high level of symmetry in the power imprint, up to $\approx 500$ mW of the laser power. The imbalances are caused by significant voltage drops (at Y node) above 500 mW, as shown in Figure 11a – the output inverter input node is denoted $V_Y$ in Figure 11. It is possible to achieve this level of symmetry by employing standard cells only – no transistor-level modifications are required.

Serial resistivity allows further decreasing of the power imprint data dependency, as shown in Figure 10b. Further symmetry increase is achieved by employing light-activated parallel PMOS and the foot NMOS allowing to disconnect the VSS rail, as shown in Figure 10c. The resulting structure provides a high level of symmetry in the power imprint, but the gate operational region is reduced below $\approx 200$ mW, which is caused by increased light sensitivity causing early voltage drops – see Figure 11b.

As noted above, two regions are easy to distinguish in Figure 11. The first region is below 500 mW and 200 mW respectively: under that illumination power, the gate is operational, and two voltage groups represent logic 0 and logic 1 gate outputs. Above the critical laser power, the gate output does not represent the gate logic function output. In this region, the data-dependent voltage variance is small, which limits data-dependency propagation to the following gate inputs – the gate output is data-independent.

The balanced gate output is denoted $V_O$ in Figure 11. The voltage slope of the gate output when crossing the border between those two regions is high – this is ensured by the output filter inverter. The high voltage slopes are important, because the transient area, where slopes occur, represent the most vulnerable regions in the balanced characteristics, as can be seen in Figure 10. Generally, the slope of $V_O$ may be lower and more data-dependent, as it is filtered by the output inverter.

In Table I, the relative comparison of gate sizes and delay overheads, related to standard cells in the TSMC180nm CMOS gate library, for different balancing approaches is provided. The presented static CMOS approaches employable in dual-rail circuits lead to $\approx 200\%$ area overhead overcoming the SecLib $\approx 600\%$ area overhead. The delay penalty of the presented approach is acceptable and in general lower than in SecLib.

For lower light source power, the balancing is almost perfect for methods employing no light-sensitive structures. The gate balanced also using light-sensitive structures provides almost optimal balancing for the whole light-source power range under the design voltage. We found that the completely balanced structure may be affected by the increased supply voltage, however, the gate using light-sensitive structures provides better balancing compared to the unbalanced one even for varying voltage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Cell Gate Description</th>
<th>Proposed Area</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>SecLib Area</th>
<th>Delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two-INV chain (buffer)</td>
<td>$\approx 200%$</td>
<td>$&lt; 200%$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-INV chain with feedback</td>
<td>$\approx 400%$</td>
<td>$&lt; 300%$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom protected AND2</td>
<td>$\approx 200%$</td>
<td>$\approx 110%$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND2 composed of std. cells only</td>
<td>$&gt; 300%$</td>
<td>$&lt; 110%$</td>
<td>$\approx 600%$</td>
<td>$\approx 200%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom protected OR2</td>
<td>$\approx 200%$</td>
<td>$&lt; 200%$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR2 composed of std. cells only</td>
<td>$&gt; 160%$</td>
<td>$&lt; 120%$</td>
<td>$\approx 600%$</td>
<td>$\approx 200%$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Area/Delay overhead comparison of balanced gates with their std. equivalents and with SecLib in TSMC180nm

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we summarize the approaches usable for leakage and light-induced static current balancing allowing to suppress the data-dependency in the static power imprint of the balanced CMOS gate. Traditional balancing approaches were presented in the new context and novel balancing approaches for static CMOS were developed.
In real designs, the presented approaches may be combined with established attack countermeasures such as laser sensors. This allows using just balancing techniques effective for lower laser energies, such as output inverter balancing, as higher energies will be detected by a sensor. The disbalances in the higher energy region are less significant in general, as those may force the attacker to use higher energy close to the target’s destructive threshold, making the attack more challenging.
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